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New “window of opportunities”

- New government, with clear political will to Eurointegration
- Ukraine took presidency at the Energy Community
- Signed Memorandum of Understanding between the Ministry of Energy and Energy Community Secretariat
- Creation of Multi-Stakeholder Group to push the reforms
“Homework” on the basis of three years

- Transition from political games to realization of concrete tasks (new Action Plan with new terms)
- Establishment of communication inside the government and among branches of power
- Clear position on key issues (Third Package, Naftogaz unbundling, Directive on Strategic Oil reserves)
- Reforms without “tricks”
- Three cases concerning Ukraine should be resolved
Strategic issues for co-operation

• Third Energy Package implementation

• Third Energy Package realization (Slovak case, buying gas at eastern borders)

• Development the idea of Energy Union (drafting typical contract)

• Gas infrastructure development projects
New challenges, created by war with Russia

- Effective mechanisms to communicate in the conditions of information war

- Effective mechanisms to co-operate in case of explosions on pipelines (case with Kramatorsk)

- Common position in case of gas disruption to Ukraine in June (readiness for third level of sanctions)
Thank you for attention!
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